
The LC3os  Memory Map

Here's how P&P's LC3os uses memory. See the last page of these notes for a more 

detailed description.

x0000      //-- start of hardware-defined Vector Table (VT).
 ...
x0200      //-- start of hardware-defined boot area.
           //-- NB--The LC3's PC always starts here at power-on.
 ...
x3000      //-- first word of User space.
 ...
xFE00      //-- first word of hardware-defined addresses for 
           //-- memory-mapped I/O device registers.
 ...
xFFFF      //-- last memory-mapped device register address.

P&P define a particular hardware platform, the LC3. They also provide a skeletal, micro OS called, "LC3os". 

PennSim extends P&P's LC3 with some additional hardware features. We will be writing our own micro OS for the 

LC3 using PennSim's LC3  assembler and simulator. The PennSim manual is in the tools/ directory.

In general, some areas of memory are used by the hardwrare in specific ways, but the rest of the memory can be 

assigned as the OS designer chooses. Memory areas are reserved for two modes of execution: Code is either User or 

Supervisor (aka, kernel) code.  First, let's take a look at how P&P's LC3os assigns various memory areas.

LC3 Memory Usage
---- P&P's OS memory map
---- Our OS's unix-style memory map

P&P's LC3 Hardware Features for Privileged Execution Mode

The LC3 defines two modes of execution, user-mode and kernel-mode (aka, supervisor-mode). Which mode the 

processor is currently operating in is controlled by the Privilege bit of the LC3's Processor Status Register (PSR). The 

idea is that the OS operates in kernel-mode, but user code operates in user-mode which restricts some aspects of 

execution.

Execution Modes:
PSR[15] == 0: kernel execution mode.
PSR[15] == 1: user execution mode.

P&P's LC3 has no memory protection; There is only one protected instruction.

Instructions executed in user-mode can read/write/execute the content of any memory location. The privilege mode 

affects whether or not the ReTurn from Interrupt (RTI) instruction can be executed. RTI is the only protected 

instruction.

The LC3 switches stacks depending on privilege mode.

Three events will cause a switch to kernel-mode: 1) a hardware interrupt, 2) an illegal-opcode exception, and 3) an 

privilege exception (an attempt to execute RTI while in user-mode). Executing RTI in kernel-mode will switch back to 

user-mode, if the interrupted code was executing in user-mode. The stack pointer (R6) is saved when switching 

modes. E.g., suppose while executing in user-mode a switch to kernel-mode occurs. R6 is loaded with the kernel's 

stack pointer, and the current user-mode stack pointer is saved at the same time. When the OS service routine executes 

RTI, R6 is reloaded with the saved user-mode stack pointer and the current kernel-mode stack pointer is saved. There 

are two dedicated hardware registers for this purpose.



The VT and Boot area are unchanged.
The entire first page (x0000 to x0FFF) is reserved for the OS.

User space starts at x1000.
ADDR[15] == 0 for all user-mode memory space.

OS space starts at x8000.
ADDR[15] == 1 for all kernel-mode space, except for the VT/Boot page.

The memory-mapped I/O device region is unchanged.

PennSim's Hardware Extensions for

    ---- Memory Protection
    ---- pixel-based display (VRAM)

---- Memory Protection Register, MPR[15:0]

MPR[ i ] == 1  page i is user readable, writable, and executable
MPR[ i ] == 0  page i is NOT user readable, writable, or executable

Page size is 4K words. Pages start at  x0000, x1000, x2000, ... , xF000. The combined VT and boot area occupies 

one page. According to our unix-style memory layout, the OS should set the MPR as follows:

MPR[0] == 0  (addresses x0000-x0FFF)   //-- protected VT+boot area
MPR[1] == 1  (addresses x1000-x1FFF)   //-- 1st user page
MPR[2] == 1  (addresses x2000-2FFF)    //-- 2nd user page
   ...                                           ...
MPR[7] == 1  (addresses x7000-x7FFF)   //-- 7th user page
MPR[8] == 0  (addresses x8000-x8FFF)   //-- 1st OS page
   ...                                           ...
MPR[C] == 0  (addresses xC000-xCFFF)   //-- 1st VRAM page
   ...                                           ...
MPR[F] == 0  (addresses xF000-xFFFF)   //-- last VRAM + I/O device registers

User image space (code+data) is seven pages, 28k words. OS image space is four pages, 16k words. Total I/O area is 

four pages, 16k words.

---- Graphics-mode display
There are two display windows in PennSim: a simple text-mode window and a pixel-based, graphics-mode window. 

Graphics-mode is controlled by a memory-mapped VRAM area at addresses xC000 to xFDFF. The display consists 

of 124 rows, each with 128 pixels. Each pixel is mapped to one word in VRAM in row-major order. The text-mode 

window is controlled by memory-mapped device registers, as in P&P's LC3.

LC3 Memory Map, Unix-style, for PennSim's version of the LC3 hardware

Our micro-OS will use a unix-style memory layout which splits memory space evenly in two with the OS in the larger 

addresses region. We will be using PennSim's version of the LC3 hardware, which defines some hardware 

extenstions:

---- memory-mapped, pixel-based, graphics display
---- memory-protection register (MPR)
---- other LC3 hardware modifications (e.g., a timer register with interrupt capability).



LC3 Memory Map (per P&P's OS)

Vector Table (VT) and I/O areas are hardware defined.
All other memory areas are defined by OS.

See P&P Appendices A and C: 
          LC-3 ISA, TRAPS, Devices, Interrupts, Exceptions.

As defined by P&P's OS (LC30s). 

Our OS will define different user and OS areas, 
Except for the locations defined by hardware:

---  Vector Table (VT): exceptions, interrupts, and 
TRAPs use this area;
--- Boot area, PC = x0200 at startup: booter must 
be here.
--- Mem-mapped I/O area: device regs are mapped 
here.


